
A New Way of Riding Colombia: Go Small, Smart and Local 

Is riding motorcycles in Colombia safe? What are some of the best tracks in the Colombian 
Andes? What’s the best bike choice? 

PhotoMotoColombia, a new motorcycle tours agency based in Medellin, is hoping to answer all 
of these questions and more. 

“Colombia today is a very different country: incredibly biodiverse, safe for tourists, easily 
accessible and, best of all, it offers spectacular riding”, - says Jeff Cremer, founder of 
PhotoMotoColombia, international wildlife photographer and motorcycle enthusiast. 

According to him, the best way to experience Colombia is by motorcycle – but if you want to 
truly go out there and explore, a smaller bike is your best bet. 

“Medium sized and smaller adventure bikes are ideal because you blend in and can take them on 
any road or off-road track. They are capable, light and resilient, so if you’re planning to 
experience Colombia on two wheels, that’s the way to go”, - Jeff explains.  

Having spent over fifteen years in South America as a photographer for the BBC, National 
Geographic and the Discovery Channel, Jeff knows all the inns and outs of traveling here. Before 
moving to Medellin, Colombia, Jeff has lived and worked in the Peruvian Amazon.  

“PhotoMotoColombia is my newest creation, combining photography and motorcycle tours. I 
love taking people on rides, as well as teaching them about taking amazing photos – even if they 
only use their smartphones. Capturing the beauty of Colombia from the saddle of a motorcycle is 
an incredibly unique experience”. 

According to Jeff, his motorcycle and photography tours all start in Medellin, also known as the 
“City of Eternal Spring”.  

“From day trips to week-long adventures across the Andes and the famous Coffee Triangle of 
Colombia, easy tarmac twisties through Colombia’s staggering peaks to dirt roads along rugged 
ridgelines, all my motorcycle and photography tours are set for maximum adventure”, - Jeff says. 

If you’re ready to wake up in the morning with a new adventure each day, get off the beaten path, 
and forge unforgettable stories in the hidden paradise called Colombia, you’ve come to the right 
place. Remember: the only risk is wanting to stay! 

Contact: Book a trip with PhotoMotoColombia.com by contacting Jeff Cremer 
at jscremer@gmail.com or +57 321 491 7060. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
ColombiaMotoAdventures 
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